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1 Introduction

The goal of this project was to propose a fairness-aware recommender system for peer-
to-peer charitable lending platform, Kiva. All pre-processing, model development and
evaluation was performed using Python language in Jupyter Notebook.

This configuration manual presents the hardware and system configurations and data
source for replication of the project.

2 Hardware

The hardware used for the implementation of this project was a MacBook Pro with
macOS Big Sur version 11.5.1 operating system, 2.3 GHz processor and 8GB RAM as
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Hardware configuration

3 Environment

The project was fully developed in Jupyter Notebook 6.1.4. available through Anaconda
Navigator as shown in figure 2.

Anaconda can be downloaded at https://www.anaconda.com/products/individual.
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RStudio and the Spyder IDE were considered in the initial phase of the project,
however, due to the large size of the dataset and the limitations of the computational
power, these environments could not handle the dataset efficiently.

Figure 2: Anaconda Navigator Home

4 Data

The datasets used in this project were downloaded from the Kiva platform’s Developer
Home on https://www.kiva.org/build/data-snapshots.

The platform provides data snapshots in JSON and CSV formats. The latter was used
in the development of this project. The snapshots consist of three datasets describing
loan characteristics, loan - lender interactions and lenders. As explained in the technical
report, the loan - lender interaction and lender datasets were not included in the model
development after data exploration revealed that the recommender system could not be
built on historical transactions due to the low proportion of returning lenders.

The main raw dataset that the models were developed on, consisted of 34 features
shown in figure 3. The final models used 12 independent variables one-hot encoded and
normalised. These were presented in the technical report.

The data cleaning and transformation process consisted of various steps including
dropping and transforming missing values, dropping features due to large proportion of
missing values, changing data types, adding new, calculated features, one-hot encoding
of categorical variables and normalising float variables.

5 Python Libraries

Figure 4 shows the libraries used during data preparation, visualisations, model imple-
mentation and evaluation and random number generation for the recommender system.
The project relied on Scikit-learn’s classification implementation and evaluation packages.
The recommender system implementation did not require a specific package.
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Figure 3: Dataframe features

Figure 4: Python libraries
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6 Models

This project combined classification models and a custom implementation of the ε-greedy
policy. The models were run with various parameters, different train-test splits and
with different target variables to predict either a binary or a 5-class classification. The
algorithms presented here show the final implementation of each model. Figure 5 shows
the Multinomial Naive Bayes implementation. Figure 6 shows the logistic regression
algorithm. Figure 7 shows the ε-greedy implementation, which was an adapted version
of an implementation proposed by LeDoux (2020).

The original ε-greedy policy has a temporal element as the model learns from historical
rewards through each iteration. This temporal element was not included in the present
project as loan applications have a finite life on the platform and they expire either
after getting funded or after the allowed funding period is over, therefore the same loans
cannot be recommended infinitely. Furthermore, the goal of the proposed model was to
avoid strengthening biases, thus in stead of learning from prior rewards achieved, the loan
selection was based on a dummy reward derived from the predicted funding status of the
applications. Applications predicted as not funded received a higher dummy reward score
than applications predicted as funded.

Figure 5: Multinomial Naive Bayes

Figure 6: Logistic Regression
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Figure 7: ε-greedy policy
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